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We prove the so-called Lemaire-Sigrist conjecture for l-connected Poincare complexes, namely that for such 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a topological space X, cat(X), is the least integer 
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where X0 is a point, X, has the homotopy type of X and YZiAi s the i-fold suspension of 
some space Ai. 
Let us recall that the rational category cat,,(X) of a l-connected CW complex X is 
defined as the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category cat(X,) of its O-localization. One may 
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define its rational cone-length clO(X) in the same way. It was conjectured in [13] that 
cat,,(X) = c&(X) for any l-connected CW complex X. 
A remarkable counterexample to this conjecture has recently been obtained by DuPont 
[3]: he has produced a finite CW complex 2 with clO(Z) = 4, but such that cl,(Z V SN) = 3 
for some sphere SN, so that cat,(Z) = 3. 
In this paper, we prove that such a phenomenon cannot occur for closed manifolds. 
More precisely, we prove: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf X is a simply-connected space whose rational cohomology has finite type 
and satisjes Poincard duality, then cat,,(X) = cl,,(X). 
Indeed, by a recent result of Steve Halperin and two of us [S], the rational category of 
simply connected Poincare duality spaces is also equal to the “Toomer invariant” co(X). 
Here we shall give a direct proof of this result, which yields another interesting property of 
Poincare complexes: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a simply-connected N-dimensional CW complex whose rational 
cohomology has jinite type and satisjies Poincart duality. Let Y be the (N - 1)-skeleton of X, 
so that X has the rational homotopy type of YueN. Then cat,(X) = cat,(Y) + 1. 
Note that Rivadeneyra Perez [15] has proven that if X is a PL compact closed manifold 
and p is a point in X, then cat(X\p) d cat(X), at least when cat(X) > 2. In other words, 
attaching the top cell in a PL manifold does not decrease category. Our result says that the 
rational category does increase by 1. 
2. RATIONAL L-S CATEGORY AND TOOMER’S INVARIANT 
Let X be a l-connected CW complex. The rational category of X, cat,,(X), i.e. the 
category of the rationalization X0 of X, was first considered by Toomer, who proved the 
inequality cat,,(X) d cat(X) [19]. Indeed this inequality readily follows by localizing 
Ganta’s fibreecofibre construction, and the same argument shows that cl,(X) 6 cl(X). 
A weaker lower bound for category, denoted e,(X), was also introduced by Toomer in 
[18]. Let B(A) denote the reduced bar construction on a (connected) chain algebra A. Since 
the chain coalgebras B(C,(RX; Q)) and C,(X; Q) are quasi-isomorphic, the filtration of 
B(C,(RX; Q)) by tensor powers yields a spectral sequence, which converges to H,(X; Q). 
We then define 
co(X) = max{p IEE* # 0). 
In [lS], Toomer proves the inequality co(X) < catO(X). 
As it is well-known [14, 16, 81, there is an equivalence of homotopy categories between 
the category of simply connected rational spaces with finite type rational cohomology, 
and the category of l-connected commutative differential graded algebras of finite type over 
Q. To every space X, there corresponds a commutative differential graded algebra of the 
form (AV, d), with d(V) c A”‘(V), and it is unique up to isomorphism. This algebra is 
called the Sullivan minimal model of X, and it uniquely determines the rational homotopy 
tye of X. In particular, cat,,(X) and co(X) can be defined in terms of the Sullivan minimal 
model of X. 
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Let us denote by p,,: (AV, d) + (LIV/.A’~V, 2) the canonical projection, and by 
a semifree resolution of (AV/A’“V, z) as a (AV, d) differential module (cf. [6] for the 
definition and properties of semifree resolutions). We can moreover assume that fn extends 
p,, through the canonical injectionj, : (AV, d) + (AV 0 (Q @ E), d), defined by j,(a) = a 0 1, 
so that we have the commutative diagram 
Then e,,(X) is the least integer n such that H*(p,) is injective, and cat,,(X) is the least 
integer n’ such thatj,,, admits a retraction pn, in the category of (AV, d) differential modules 
[4, 91. The inequality Q(X) < catO(X) is obvious from these definitions. 
3. POINCARk DUALITY SPACES 
A graded, connected, finite dimensional algebra A defined over Q satisfies Poincark 
duality if there is an element w E AN such that A” = Q;p*cu, A’N = 0 and that the multiplica- 
tion induces a non-degenerate bilinear form 
A@A+A%Q, &(PN)=O,E(w)= 1. 
In other words, the map (of degree -N) v: A + A* = Hom,(A, Q) defined by 
v(cl)(b) = (- l)N~“~e(u *b) is an isomorphism. 
In what follows, X will denote a simply connected N-dimensional finite CW complex 
whose rational cohomology satisfies Poincari duality. Up to rational equivalence we may 
assume that X = Y U,eN, with dim Y < N - 1. Let n = co(X), REH~(X; Q) be a funda- 
mental class, and (AV, d) be the Sullivan minimal model of X. We then have: 
LEMMA 3.1 (Felix and Halperin [4]). e,,(X) is the least integer n such that R can be 
represented by a cocycle w in A”’ V. 
We consider the subspace E c (AV)” defined by 
E = (Imd)N + (A”‘V)N. 
By definition of the integer n, the element co does not belong to E. We denote by S a linear 
complement of E 0 Deco in (AV)N, 
(AV)” = E @I Qw @ S. 
The linear map f: AV + Q of degree -N defined by f(co) = 1, f(E 0 S) = 0, and 
f(hV/)’ = 0 for i # N is clearly a cocycle in the cochain complex 
((AI/)*, a) = (Hom(AV, Q), a), with d(g)(x) = - (- l)lglg(dx). 
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We now define a linear map of degree -N 
v:AV -(AT/)* 
by putting 
v(%)(P) = (- l)“‘“‘f(@). 
We observe that (AI’)* admits a canonical structure of (AV, d)-module, defined by 
VJYEAI’V’CPE(AV)*, r.cp(B) = (- l)‘y”cp’(P(Y*B). 
We then have: 
LEMMA 3.2. The map v is a degree -N quasi-isomorphism of differential (AV, d)-modules. 
Proof The commutation of v with the differential and the (AV, d)-structure are easy 
calculations. The map v is a quasi-isomorphism because it induces the Poincare duality 
isomorphism in cohomology v : H*(X; Q) 7 Hom(H*(X; Q), Q). 0 
We can now prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof Let (AW, d) be the minimal model of the space Y and j: (AV, d) + (A W, d) be the 
minimal model of the inclusion i : Y + X. If R denotes a linear complement of the cocycles 
in (AV)N-l, we can write the following commutative diagram, in which the horizontal 
arrows are quasi-isomorphisms: 
(AI’, d) I, (AV/((AI’)‘N @ E 0 S @ R), 4 
VW, 42 (AV/((AV)‘” @ R), 6) 
We note that v(o) = (- 1)“‘~ where E denotes the augmentation map E: AV + Q, and 
that QE is a (AV, d)-submodule of ((AV)*, 8). We note also that v(A”‘I’) = 0 = 
v(E @ S 0 R)) because f has been defined accordingly. Moreover, v restricts to a quasi- 
isomorphism (AI’)‘” @ R --* QE, and so induces a quotient quasi-isomorphism 
i?(AI’/((AI’)“N@ R), a)+((AV)*/Qs, a). 
The map Vp factors through the quotient algebra (A W/A ‘” W, 2) to yield the map $ making 
the following diagram commute: 
Denote by h : (A W @ (CD 0 F), D) 7 (A W/ABn W, d, a semifree resolution of 
(AW/A”* W, d, as a (A W, d)-module, which extends the projection p: 
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Since ?p is a quasi-isomorphism, there is a map of (AW, d)-modules 
~::(Awo(aoF),D)-,(AW,d) 
such that ,uq = id,,w and V~,LJ - $f”: 
The existence of ~1 means that cato(Y) < n - 1. Thus n = Q(X) > cat,,(Y) + 1. But since 
X = YueN we have cato(X) < cat,(Y) + 1 < co(X). Since cat,(X) 2 co(X) for all X, we get 
cat,,(X) = cat,,(Y) + 1 = e,,(X). Both Theorem 1.2 and the equality cat,(X) = co(X) are 
proven. 0 
4. THE RATIONAL CONE LENGTH OF A POINCARfX DUALITY SPACE 
In [l] one finds the following result: 
,THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a simply connected space of rational LS category n, then there 
exists a wedge of spheres x such that the rational cone length of X V C is equal to n. 
From this theorem we deduce the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be a space of rational LS category n and let Z be obtained by 
attaching cells to X along a map cp : Vi,“, +X. Zf catO(Z) = n + 1 then c&,(Z) = n + 1. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.1 there is a wedge of spheres C such that c&,(X V ZZ) = n. By 
definition Z is the mapping cone of cp, but it is also the mapping cone of the map 
cp V idx:VSni V x+X V 2. 
Therefore, cl,(z) < n + 1 = cat,,(Z), hence the equality since cl,(Z) 2 cat,,(Z). 
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